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Metal Gear Solid 4: Guns of the Patriots is one of the hugely popular action-adventure stealth games from the popular series Metal Gear Solid by Kojima Productions and released by Konami. especially for PlayStation 3. It was first released worldwide on June 12, 2008, Metal Gear Solid 4: Guns of the Patriots did more
than receive countless words. The praise from many game reviewers and enthusiastic reviews from many players around the world through graphic design is very eye-catching, the action is very interesting along with increased investment. More about the story and the gameplay is very unique. Of these factors, Metal
Gear Solid 4: Guns of the Patriots has earned itself the prestigious Game of the Year award and is rated as one of the best games of the seventh generation console games and one of the best games of all time. The game is set after the events of Metal Gear Solid 2: Sons of Liberty, the player will continue to accompany
Captain Snake (aka the Old Snake) on his way to fulfill his final mission: killing his enemy, Liquid Snake, who now lives in the body of his former henchman Revolver Ocelot under the guise of Liquid Ocelot, before he takes control of Sons of the Patriots, the AI system that controls PMC operations around the world.
Примечание: используется ТОЛЬКО для жалоб на спам, рекламу и проблемные сообщения (например, нападки, оскорбления или грубости). Does anyone know where I can find iso above I have browsed some sites and there is only hdmany collection thanksPage 2 13 comments Hey everyone, can anyone
help connect me with rom/iso for the game Metal Gear Solid 4: Guns of the Patriots for Playstation 3? Page 2 21 comments
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